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N evv I ntersta e Truckers 
Be Granted Temporary 

ng Authority ore Readily 

The Interstate Commerce Commission con- 
trols entry tc interstate trucking to assure ad- 
equate service ap.d protect regulated truckers 
from excessive competition. Although the 
majority of app!ications for temporary au- 
thority are approved, the process often per- 
petuates inadequate service and overly pro- 
tects regulated truckers. This policy sho .!;! be 
changed. 

To make the temporary authority process 
more equitable to applicant truckers and pro. 
vide better service to shippers, changes in leg 
islation as well as Commission policy, guide- 
lines, and operating practices are needed. 
Granting more temporary authorities wolrld 
ease entry into regulated trucking and stimu- 
late competition--issues of concern to the 
Congress as well as the Commission. 
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COMF’TROUTR GENERAL OF THE UNITEO STATES 
WASHINGTDN. D.C. POUB 

B-187797 

IO the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This is our report on how the Interstate Commerce 
Commission can improve its process of granting temporary 
operating authorities. The report discusses the Commission's 
policies and procedures for issuing temporary operating 
authorities and the problems shippers encounter as a result 
of Commission decisions. 

We made our review pursuant to thp Budget and Accounting 
Act, I?21 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act 
of 1953 (31 U.S.C. 67). 

We are sending copies of this report to the Acting Direc- 
tar, Office of Management and Dudget, and the Chairman, 
Interstate Commerce Commission. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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'TROLLER GENERAL'S NEW INTERSTATE TRUCKERS 
JR'.? TO THE CONGRESS SHOULD BE GRANTED TEMPORARY 

OPERATING AUTHORITY MORE RFADILY 

DIGEST ------ 

Currently the law governing the granting of 
temporary authority, in effect, provides that 
regulated interstate truckers must get all new 
business in their areas before additional truck- 
ers are authorized. This policy, once needed 
to prevent destructive competition, is no 
lirliger appropriate, especially considering 
its effect on small truckers. 

Therefore, the Congress should amend the 
Interstate Commerce Act so that where new 
traffic is involved or has been moving by 
means other than regulated truckers, the 
Interstate Commerce Commission can grant 
more temporary authorities to new truckers. 

Moreover, the current process for granting 
temporary operating authorities does not 
always give shippers the service they want, 
while overly protecting regulated truckers 
from competition. 

Generally the Commission denies applications 
for temporary authority if authorinzd trxzk- 
ers are available to handle the traffic, even 
when traffic is new or previously moved by 
other means and they would not lose business. 
(See p. 13.) 

The Commission also denies applications for 
temporary authority when an applicant fails 20 
meet the strict burden of proof that uthor ized 
Lruckers have not met or cannot meet a shipper’s 
needs. At the same time, authorized truck- 
ers protesting an application are not re- 
quired to demonstrate that they are actually 
meeting or could meet a shipper’s specific 
needs. (See p. 14.) 

IMPORTANCE OF TE?I?ORARY AUTHORITIES -- 

Temporary authority applications are impor- 
tant because they give shippers a way to 
satisfy their needs and truckers, especially 
small ones, a chance to begin operations 
end stay solvent during the 1 to 2 years 

m. upon removal, the report CED-78-32 
-em A~,,~A hn ~~trrr( hereon. 
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required to process a permanent authority 
application. 

The Commission’s denial of tellpordry author- 
ity applications caused many shippers to lose 
sales and customers and/or forced them to use 
less satisfactory transportation, such as more 
expensive e,.,, gy-i;eff icient private trucking 
operations. The denials also caused appli- 
cants to stop trying to obtain permanent au- 
thority and forced some out of the :rucking 
business. 

In many cases, the denials unnecessarily pro- 
tected authorized truckers from losing busi- 
ness because the traffic had previously moved 
in the shipper’s awn truck or in other modes. 

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED -I_ 

The Commission should i;Iprove its process 
for granting temporary authorities and make 
it more equitable by: 

--Requiring protesting regulated truckers to 
demonstrate that they can Feet the specific 
ne<?d.s of shippers who are supporting tne 
anrli~illjQ~p, - E c - - 

--Providing guidelines to applicant truckers 
and supporting shippers which specify the 
kinds of information needed for Commission 
decisions. 

--Protiiding guidelines to its field staff on 
how to interpret the application criteria 
and how to handle late or inadequate pro- 
tests. 

--Taking action to see that field staffers 
have the experience needed to adequately 
evaluate applications, have reasonable work- 
loads which do not take away from their 
ability to handle applications fairly, and 
report the basis for their recommendations. 

--Retaining staff evaluations and recommenda- 
tions on applications for temporary author- 
ities to facilitate internal review of 
policy implementation. (See p. 26.) 

ii 
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GUIDELINES AND OTHER ACTIONS NEZDED 

The Commission has not provided adequate 
guidelines to shippers on what is neces- 
sary to adequately support a trucker's 
application for temporary authority nor to 
its staff on the criteria for evaluating 
applications and protests. (See p. 17.) 

Because Commission guidelines for evaluat- 
ing appJ.icatAons and protests are too gen- 
eral, ataff members can inkerpret them 
differently, resulting in conflicting rec- 
ommendations for similar cd&es. (See p. 19.) 

The practices of Commission field staff 
varied greatly. Time spent on evaluating 
authority npp;ications varied with the 
workload at each field office. In fiscal 
year 1976, the number of aptilicaticns 
evaluated by a single staif member ranged 
from 6 to 281. (See p. 22.) 

The thoroughness of field reports revievltid 
also varied greatly, making it difficult to 
evaluate how the Commission is implementz.ng 
policies on applications for temporary 
authority. Some consisted of a briaf sen- 
tence or two which was considered useless oy 
Commission headquarters staff. (See p. 23.; 

CCIMMISSION ACTIONS 

Although the Commission did not believe that 
the cases studied by GAO were representative, 
it agreed with GAO's recommendations and has 
begun corrective actions. (See p. 27.) 

iii 
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CHAPTER 1 -e- 

INSROE-:TION -- .- 

The fntetstate Commerce CommisFAon (:CC) was established 
,87 to regulate interstate railroad trensportation. 

rice then, ICC'S authority has been broztitned to include the 
gulation of almost all interstate surface ttansportatic ?. 

The regulation of trucking began in 1435. The Interstate 
a.-ierce Act (49 U.S.C. SB 1 $5 ZeA. (19?0) ) , as amendeS, 
,mpts fro17 ICC regulation (1) intrastate shipments, (2) 
ansporta:iQn of unprocessed agricultural commodities, (Zj 
ansportatfon around most metropolitan cent L-S everz if 
terstate. and (4) trucking done by a corn;‘ my for its own 
,dS. All other truckers cifzring interstate transportation 
Ivice fcr hire are regulated in terms of entry into the 
3ustry and the type and scope of services they can provide. 

ICC control% entry and service levels by granting cpt?ra- 
*g authority only to truckers who show tha: their service 
need+ by shiz+ers and by limiting the truckers' authority 
carryl&-.g sbxir‘ic commodities in oeographlc areas. ICC'S 

jective is to assure a high quality trucking system that 
3ts the -?cds of the shipping public, while at the same 
ie protects regulated truckers from rxcessive competition. 

IiC oelievec that controlling competition by limiting 
try i; I:ecessary to assure industry stability. This pcsi- 
'>n is a fulrdzmental part of the national debete o-18: 
3posed regulatory rciorm. Proponents of reform say ICC 
guiations are too restrictive and uneconomical. ICC, 
Aever, bclicves that there are intangible benefits and 
7t regulation should be ccntinued. 

ICC and the Congress, however, are alLo looking at entry 
=trictions and their impact ori competition. The Congress 

also concerned about the relationship of the small lndepen- 
It trucker to ICC and the regulated trucking industry. 

Our revie!: ?id not specifically address the issties of 
gulatory reLJ,rm. ..ather, it was directed at determining 
st effect ICZ's poiicies and practices for grlnting or 
nying certai.1 operating authorities have had on meeting 
'ppers' needs. We also considered the effects of denials 
applira nt truckers. 

ALICATIONS FOR OPERATING AUTHORITY 

Truckers can request ICC approval to engage in inter- 
te fol-hire transporation by filing for any of three types 
ICC acthority. 

. . 
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Aver age 
Duration of ICC 

Approval 
Type of authority 

authority pr Jcessing 
criteria (note a) time 

Emergency temporary Immediate 
author Lty 

up to 30 About 9 days 
and actual days 
emergency 

Temporary authority Immediate and Up to 180 2 months 
urgent need days 

Permanent authority Public conven- Permanent 1 to 2 years 
ience and 
necessity 

a/Emergency and temporary authorities may be extended pending 
disposition of corresponding temporary or permanent 
authorities. 

Emergency temporary authority 

Emergency temporary authority applications are intended 
to meet “immediate and actual emergencies” where existing 
regulated truckers are not capable of providing the needed 
service. Examples include elimination or disruption of serv- 
ice by the existing authorized truckers and disasters re- 
quiring transportation to meet public health, safety, and 
welfare needs. 

Emergency temporary authority applications are filed at 
1 of ICC’s 79 field offices having jurisdiction over t5e 
applicant trucker. The field office telephones truckers al- 
ready authorized to provide the service being applied for to 
determine if they wish to protest the application. The 
field office then forwards the application to ICC headquar- 
ters, together with its field report containing an analysis 
and recommendation to grant full or partial authority or 
deny the application. 

At ICC headquarters, the application is assigr2d to 1 
of about. 12 staff members, called adjudicators, who make 
another analysis and recommendation. The application and 
both recommendations are submitted to the three-member Motor 
Carrier Board, which makes the initial decision on the 
application. 

ICC processing of emergency temporary authority appli- 
catirrns require an average of about 9 days. In extreme 
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Emergency temporary authority is usuallv granted i?r up 
to 30 days, but can be extended to 90 days or more pendi.lg 
disposition of a corresponding application for temporary 
author i ty . Any interested party may petition ICC to rccon- 
sider the Motor Carrier Board's initial decision. However, 
an authority initially granted is effective while ICC con- 
siders petitions. 

Temporary authority 

Temporary authority applications are intended to meet 
"immediate and urgent needs" for service "which reasonably 
cannot be met” by existing authorized truckers. These situa- 
tions are not as urgent as the actual emergencies discussed 
above and may involve such things as a new or relocated 
plant, new or unusual commcdities, or a desire for a differ- 
ent method of distribution, such as switching from rail to 
truck service. 

Temporary authority applications are filed at ICC field 
offices in the same manner as emergency temporary authority 
applications. However, notice of filing is provided to author- 
ized truckers tllrough publication in the Federal Register, 
and written protests may be submitted to the field office 
within 15 days of the Federal Register's publication. The 
field office evaluates the application and any protests 
received and forwards the information to ICC headquarters 
along with its recommendation. ICC headquarters reviews 
the material and makes its decision. The process takes an 
average of about 2 months. 

While temporary authority is normally effective for up 
to 180 days, it can be extended indefinitely pending disposi- 
tion of any corresponding application for permanent authority. 
As with an emergency temporary authority, interes'ed parties 
may petition ICC to reconsider, but an authority initial?y 
granted remains in effect while ICC considers petition;. 

Permanent authority 

Permanent authority applications are.intended to meet 
shippers' needs expected to last for extended or indefinite 
periods. In a permanent authority application, the trucker 
must show that "the present and future public convenience 
and necessity" requires the service. Under the "public 
convenience and necessity" criteria, ICC has granted per- 
manent authority in a broadcr range of situations than under 
the limited "immediate and urgent need" criteria applied 



ICC needs; provide lore detailea ga2aerinas to ats maxs 081 
friter'ia to apply in dt?etmining what situations constitute 
mAmediate and urgent neeh W an a “reasonablew service By 
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Permaner authority applications are filed at ICC 
headqusr ter s L;.? do not involve adjudicators or the Motor 
Carrier Board. Qhe permanent authority applications are 
processed under either an oral procedure involving hearings 
before an administrative law judge cir a “modified” formal 
procedure requiring only submission of written evidence. In 
recer+ year !3, use of the modified procedure has increased--85 
percent of applications in fiscal year 1977. The oral proce- 
dure is used only for applications involving many protests 
from authorized truckers, significant economic impact, or 
legal precedents. 

In fiscal year 1976, application processing time aver- 
aged 1 year for the modifie? procedure. Oral procedure 
cases decided ty the initial administrative law judge’s 
ruling averaged 14 months for processing, while those 
appealed averaged 23 months. 

IMPORTANCE OF TEMPORARY AUTHORITY 

Shippers in need of service are usually unwilling to 
wait a year or more for a trucker to obt.‘iin permanent author- 
ity. Therefore r most truckers apply for temporary authority 
to begin operations while their permanent authority applica- IL-- :- -,,a:-- LI”‘, LJ pzL1”LIlrj. n-r.. I--- ^...r.*:r--A- mA U” J”‘U~ apyr&Lar,La, - -“L---a p-4. LibulSily SiiiGll 
truckers, are unable or unwilling to spend the large amounts 
for legal fees, often a minimum of $10,000, for a permanent 
authority application without first obtaining corresponding 
temporary authority. Such temporary authority not only pro- 
vides the trucker with the oppor;Jnity to earn income while 
the permanent authority application is pending but also 
indicates to the trucker that permanent authority is more 
likely to be approved. 

Historically, ICC did not summarize data on temporary 
authority applications. In 1976, for the first time, they 
attempted to compile this data. At the time of cur review, 
ICC’s data was incomplete but indicated that, nationally, 
most applications were approved bc? about 1,200, or 31 per- 
cent, of applications filed in 1976 were denied. The data 
also indicated that this denial rate ranged from a low of 
8 percent to about 53 percent in various States. lJ 

In approving or denying applications for temporary 
authority, ICC has a potentially major impact on shippers’ 
ability to meet their transportation needs in a timely 
fashion, as well as on applicant truckers’ ability to 
---a 

L/Eight States were omitted because of the small number of -...,I :,a&;--.-. I . . . ..)rr rn\ 



continue operations while awaiting decisions on th-it 
permanent authority applications. 

In July 1977, an ICC task force issued a report, "Im- 
proving Motor Carrier Entry Regulation," which made some 
recommendations for making it easier and less expensive for 
the small businessman to enter into ICC-regulated trucking. 
The 39 recommendations of the task force, however, were di- 
rected primarily at the permanent authority process. ICC 
appointed a special ad hoc committee to further review the 
three recommendations which related to temporary authorities. 
The committee's report will be evaluated by ICC. 

,SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Because of the importance of temporary authorities, we 
directed our review at determining whether ICC's poli.zies 
and practices for granting or denying temporary authority 
assure that shippers' needs for trucking service are met in 
an efficient, effective manner, 

ICC grants the majority tif applications for temporary 
authority but had not evaluated the impact on service because 
of denials. Therefore, we examined denied applications. 

Of approximately 1,200 temporary authority applications 
filed in 1976 and denied by ICC , we analyzed 217 applications. 
Our objective was to identify cases where it appeared, based 
o. the limited application data, 
major problems to the shipper. 

that a denial could present 
We then followed up on 51 

applications with the applicant truckers and/or supporting 
shippers in 17 States--Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, 
and Wyoming. 

/’ 

We reviewed other documents and discussed policies and 
practices for granting authority with officials at ICC's 
headquarters in Washington, D.C., and at 14 ICC field offices. 
ltie also reviewed applicable laws and regulations dealtng 
with the grantiny of operating authorities, 



CHAPTER 2 

APPLICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY DENIED EVEN 

THOUGH EXISTING SERVICE WAS 1NADEQUATE 

ICC attempts to meet shippers’ needs by granting new 
tl’ucking authority, where necessary, while at the same time 
limiting such authority to protect authorized truckers from 
excessive competition, However, we found many instances 
in which ICC denied t?mporary authority applications even 
though existing authorized truckers were unable or unwilling 
to adequately meet th= shippers’ needs. In some cases, the 
authorized truckers were not halrdling the traffic and there- 
fore wculd not have lost any re;lenue if tide application 
had been granted. 

ICC’s denials caused shippers problems, including inabil- 
ity to market some of their products, loss of sales, unwanted 
initiatioli or expansion of their own expensive private 
trucking operations, and use of other transporation modes 
which they considered less satisfactory. The denials also 
caused some truckers to give up their attempts to obtain 
permanent authority and forced them out of business. 

The following sections of this chapter contain illus- 
trations of the problems encountered when ICC denied tempor- 
ary authority applications. Reasons for ICC denials on each 
case are not readily available because the Motor Carrier 
Board does not record the basis for the thousands of deci- 
sions it issues annually. Also, in many of the cases we 
reviewed , both the field staff’s and adjudicator’s analyses 
and recommendations had been destroyed because they were 
not part of the public record which was retained. Chapter 
3, however, generally discusses reasons for denial as we 
were able to ascerti.in through discussions with ICC per- 
sonnel. 

Although shippers’ needs varied greatly in terms of 
commodities to be shipped as well as geographic areas to 
be served, in 42 of the 51 temporary authority applications 
we followed up on, we were able to classify them on the basis 
of a need for: 

--Special trucking equipment and/or special handling 
not adequately available from authorized truckers 
(27 cases). 

--More truck service on low-value commodities because 
author ize4 truckers' were reluctant to haul such 
items (5 cases). 
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--Better service because they were located in rural or 
remote areas and were dependent on a limited number 
of authorized truckers (10 cases). 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AND/OR SPECIAL HANDLING 
NOT AVAILABLE 

In 27 cases there was a need for special equipment and/or 
special handling not adequately avaiiable from authorized 
truckers. Yet, ICC denied these applications. For example, 
a shipper of fresh meat needed specialized trailers'with 
rails for hanging beef carcasses and well-maintained interior 
walls to meet U.S. Department of Agriculture requirements. 
In supporting a trucker's temporary authority application, 
the shipper cited examples of an existing authorized kruck- 
er's failure to provide equipmen t capable of passing Aqricul- 
turf's inspections. In protesting, the authorized trucker 
complained of infrequent calls for his service which, in his 
view, did not warrant stationing specialized equipment near 
the shipper. In an attempt to resolve the situation, the ICC 
field office conducted a tes t ayreed to by the shipper and 
authorized trucker. During the test; the authorized trucker 
did not provide equipment which could pass Agriculture's in- 
spection, so the field office recommended approval of the 
request for temporary authority. 

ICC's denial of the application forced the shipper to 
rely on its own trucking equipltient for much of its shipping. 
The shipper had hoped to reduce or eliminate the use of pri- 
vate equipment because it was more costly than for-hire 
service. Meanwhile, the applicant trucker's specialized 
equipment was underutilized , and he told us he might be 
forced out of business if ICC also denled his application 
for corresponding permanent authority. 

Subsequent to our visit, the temporary authority was 
granted on August 17, 1977, to expire on February 14, 1978. 
In December 1977, ICC said that, wiliie the permanent author- 
ity application was still pending, the temporary authority 
will presumably be extended indefinitely, pending disposition 
of the permanent authority application. 

Another shipper needed special high-temperature bulk 
trailers for transporting a chemical solution. An authorized 
trucker had provided service, but his equipment could not 
maintain the required temperature, and as a result the ship- 
per lost two major customers. In an effort to regain their 
business, the shipper supported another trucker's temporary 
authority application, and the ICC field office recommended 
approval. 
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As a result of ICC’s de-‘.J of the application, the 
shipper was unable to reestablish sales to one customer 
even though the trucker’s corresponding application for 
permanent authority was granted about 11 months later. 
The shipper said that other potential customers may also 
have avoided buying from him because of his poor delivery 
service and that, while he could not estimate the value 
of lost sales, it was “very substantial.” At the same 
time, the applicant trucker was unable to USC- his specially- 
designed trailers and estimated he lost about $44,000 in 
revenues before he was granted permanent authority. 

In another case, two distributors of beer and wine had 
acquired their own trucks because thcv needed.expedited 
delivery not provided by the authorized trucker. However, 
the shippers found private trucking too expensive and 
jointly supported a new applicant for temporary authority. 
The shippers cited several service failures on the part of 
the authorized trucker, including slow delivery of keg beer 
in unrefrigerated equipment which endangered produ<:t quality, 
lorg delays in shipments causing product shortages, and 
deliveries during nonwork hours. The existing authorized 
trucker protested but made no attempt to refute the cited 
service .failures. ICC’s field office, however, concluded 
that existing services were not proven to be unsatisfactory 
and recommended denial of the appl.i.cat ion. 

As a result of ICC’s denial, the shippers searrhed for 
other transportation alternatives and obtained service under 
a new truck/rail operation initiation shortly after the 
application was denied. However, the shippers said they 
would still prefer the applicant trucker’s service because 
of shorter delivery time and less product damage. Secauss 
the applicant trucker was unable to continue the costly 
process of applying for authority, he went out of business. 

Another shipper, a farmers’ marketing cooperative, 
needed closely-coordinated delivery to supermarkets which 
purchase its juice products. The shipper said some super- 
markets would not accept the unpredictable delivery author- 
ized truckers had provided, and, as a result, they nad to 
divert potential direct shipments to a central warehouse 
for subsequent redistribution at appointed delivery times. 
In hopes of reducing use crf the warehouse, the shipper 
supported the temporary authority application of a local 
trucker who could provide the’direct delivery needed. 

ICC’s denial of the application prevented the shipper 
from reducing use of the central warehouse until about a 
year later when ICC grc‘:. ted authority to another trucker 



o could provide timed deliveries to supermarkets. The 
ipper estimated that during this period it cost about 
2,000 for extra storage and redistribution. 

Finally, a large commercial bank needed expedited han- 
ing of checks shipped from smaller banks in neighboring 
ates. Because of required changes in handling by Federal 
serve banks, delivery of the checks had to meet specific 
adlines to avoid loss of revenue. 

The existing authorized trucker in the area could not 
nsistently meet the deadlines. The bank supported an 
plicant trucker who agreed to provide expedited handling 
d also cited examples of the existing authorized trucker’s 
ilure to meet deadlines and resultirg loss of revenues. 

Because of ICC’s denial; the bank continued using the 
thorized trucker at an estimated revenue loss of about 
00,000 a year. A bank official said that, if such losses 
ntinued, the bank would have to start charging all or part 

the loss to the smaller banks. Be said that the bank had 
ready lost the accounts of several small banks because of 
#e slow service!, and he feared the loss of more accounts if 
ch charges were passed along. As of August 1977, the 
lplicant tl:ucker’s request for permanent authority was 
nding . 

iRVICE ON LOW-VALUE COXMODITIES NOT AVAILABLE 

In five cases we found that shippers were having diffi- 
-ty meeting their needs for transportation service because 
isting authorize4 truckers were reluctant to haul at rates 
mmensurate with the low-value Troducts involved. For 
.mple , two shippers of fertilizer wanted to divert ship- 
nts from rail to truck in order to delivtr directly to 
rm sites in neighboring States. According to one of the 
ippers, the few authorized truckers in the area had set 
e interstate rates at more than twice the level of intra- 
ate rates for comparable s,lipments on a per-mile basis. 
e shipper said the rates wtre too high to move the lsw-value 
rtilizer and that the authrbrized truckers refused to nego- 
ate because the authorized truckers were only interested 

hauling higher-value che,Ticals. The shippers supported 
e temporary authority application of a local trucker who 
s willing to contract for hauling at the intrastate rate, 
ich the local trucker had found profitable during 20 years 
operation. Although the two authorized truckers were not 

uling fertil izer and would no? offer appropriate rates, the 
thorized truckers protested the application on the basis 
at they should be given the opportunity before a new trucker 
s authoriced. 
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As a result of ICC’s denial of the sppiication, the 
shipper obtained and operated his own trucking equipment, 
which was more expensive than the applicant trucker’s pro- 
posed service. Also because the shipper could not obtain 
as much equipment as needed, his deliveries bached up, re- 
sulting in the cancellation of $150,000 worth of initial 
customer orders during a 3-month period in the peak shipping 
season. At the same time, the applicant trucker had low 
equipment utilization due to the seasonal nature of his intra- 
state hauling of other commodities. The applicant trucker 
said he was losing at least $500,000 and possibly up to $2 
million in potential annual revenues because of ICC’s denial. 
As of August 1977, his application for corresponding permanent 

. authority was pending. 

In another case, a shipper of wood chips wanted to stop 
using his o!gn equipment and switch to a for-hire trucker. The 
authorized trucker in the area, however, had established the 
interstate rate at a level which exceeded the value of the 
wood chips. In an effort to obtain for-hire service at rea- 
sonable cost, the shippc:: supported the temporary authority 
application of a local trucker who said that, based on his 
experience operating under a previous emergency temporary 
authority, he could make a profit at a much lower rate. The 
authorized trucker protested the appl;cation even though h; 
had never solicited or handled the shipment of wood chips and 
refused to negotiate an acceptable rate. 

ICC’s denial forced the shipper to continue using his 
uneconomical private equipment. The applicant trucker said 
he believed that there was little chance that a permanent 
authority application would be approved, so he did not file 
one. He also said the denial had restricted his growth--he 
abandoned plans to buy 7 more truck=, resulting in the loss 
of at least $50,000 in potential annual revenues. 

As a final example, a shipper of trested lumber products 
found demand rapidly growing for his products and had prob- 
lems in obtaining transportation service without long delays 
while waiting for authorized truckers to provide enough equip- 
ment . A major cause of this lack of service was the reluc- 
tance of authorized truckers to haul lower revenue freight 
such as lumber when higher payina loads were avaiiable. The 
shipper had started using his own trucks to supplement the 
authorized service but did not want to continue in the haul- 
ing business because of the extra expense. To replace some 
of the shipper’s private trucks, he supported the temporary 
authority application of an intrastate trucker who had served 
the shipper but lacked interstate authority. 

. 
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ICC's denial prevented the shipper from reducing his 
wn truck use. The shipper said he would support other local 
ruckers for temporary authority in hopes of eventually elim- 
nating his private f :et but that ICC's decision in this 
ase made him doubtful of the final outcome. As of August 
477, the applicant trucker's request for permanent authorit- 
-.s pending. 

ERVICE TO RURAL AND REMOTE 
REAS N@'I ADEQUATE 

In ten cases, shippers in rural and remote areas were 
,pendent on the service of a I.imited number of authorized 
:uckers which the shippers considered inadequate. For 
xample, shippers located in several small rural communities 
n Lwo areas of a Western State were dependent on one, or in 
ome cases two, authorized truckers for all their interstate 
.ansportation needs. The shippers considered the authorized 
ruckers' service inadequate because of freight damages, 
elays of up to 2 weeks in delivery to or from major cities 
n adjoining States, and high rates on small shipments. 

In an effort to obtain better service, 92 shippers sup- 
orted a local trucker's application for temporary authority. 
CC's denial of the application, however, forced most of the 
hippers to continue using the existing authorized truckers, 
hile others bought or continued using their own trucks 
ma-k.-." a;IL,.-ca. t h a n r c 1 y 0 :: ;m3rl.-.*t.~Cr. .c.rrr..;-r. L.ALl"-..y"U LCi us&. 1) L&C. The -*ml ; rre.w.6 

uyy* ibU1. c trucker 

lso applied for permanent authority, which was pending ds of 
ugust '977. He said he could afford the sizable costs in- 
olved oniy because of other nontrucking income. 

ICC's analysis of this case showed that, although three 
arriers were authorized to serve the area, only one pro- 
ested the applicant's request for temporary authority. One 
hird of the supporting shippers had contended that this 
arrier provided inadequate service. Also, ICC's District 
upervisor determined that the carrier's service resulted in 
ircuitous routing of freight. As a result, the District 
upervisor recommended approval. The Motor Carrier Board, 
owever , denied the application because "no immediate and 
rgent need was shown." 

Another case involved a number of manufacturers and 
hippers of carpeting who were located in several small com- 
unities in remote areas of a Southern State. These shippers 
id not have adequate authorized service and so some were 
sing their own trucks to haul their products to two cities 
n the State where they were transferred to truckers for 
,hipment to other States. The shippers supported a trucker's 
pplieation for terryorary authority to provide the needed 
ervice. 



ICC’s denial meant that the shipsers had to use the 
existing authorized truckers or their own trucks. The ship- 
pers we talked to caid the authorized truckera did not pro- 
vide much of the needed service; therefore, the shippers 
continued using their own trucks. The shippers said this was 
expensive but they had no alternatlve. 

Because of the denial, the applicant trucker believed 
there was little.chance of obtaining permanent authority 
and did not file an application. 

THE EFFECTS OF NOT MEETING SERVICE NEEDS 

The preceding examples indica,e problems caused by ICC’s 
denial of temporary authority in situations where shippers 
belierod currently authorized service was inadequate to meet 
their needs. The p:oblems described by shippers included 
loss of current or potential customers and revenues, increased 
costs of operation, and the use of less desirable alternative 
transportation such as their own trucks. At the same time, 
applicant truckers were prevented from entering the industry 
in a timely manner and faced problems of underutilized equip- 
ment, high costs of filing petitions, and the inability to 
remain solvent. Some applicant truckers went out of business 
following ICC denials. 

While esch of the problems resulting from denials of 
authority is significant, the effect of the denials on pri- 
vate trucking is of special concern. Private and exempt 
trucking account for about 56 percent of total intercity ton 
miles. In commenting on a previous GAO report, l/ ICC said 
the growinl incidence of unregulated transportat?on in this 
country has long been a matter of concern at ICC. 

Statistics show that private trucking runs counter to 
national energy conservation goals. Since only the shipper’s 
goods or unprocessed agricultural commodities which are 
exempt from ICC regulation may be carried, private trucking 
more often results in empty retur.1 trips and wasted fuel. 

Although ICC has been concerned about the extensive use 
of private trucks, its denial of temporary auttor;.. applica- 
tions in many cases has helped perpetuate this trend. Some 
shippers were forced to beuin using private trucks while 
others were forced to continue using them at increased expense 
and inconvenience because they felt existing for-hire truck2 
would not or could not meet their transportation needs. 

A/“Energy Conservation Competes with Regulatory Objectives 
for Truckers,” CED-77-79, July 8, 1977. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHANGES NEEDED iN PROCESSING -- 

APPLICATIONS FCR TEMPORAT‘! AUTHORITY --- 

ICC A<,*; denied tcmpor4y authority in many instances 
:e authorized truckers were unable or unwilling tc pro- 
\- service considered adequate by shippers. Many of these 
ials appear to result from provisions of law which give 
horized truckers the right to all the freigllt they can 
dle and ICC POLL] which places the burden on the appli- 

to ~1.0~ that authorized truckers are not providing the 
ded service. Some denials also appear to result from 
onsistent field staff practices and from inadequate guide- 
2s to shippers for supporting applications and to ICC staff 

evaluating applications and protests. 

LAW ENCOURAGES SOME DENIALS 

In many cases, denial of temporary zuthnrity applicatiokq 
the effect of preventing shippers frc.m obtaining needed scr- 

3. This appeared to result from the application of the Inter- 
te Commerce Act, which provides that temporary authority 

be granted: 

"To enable the provision of service for which 
there is an immediate and urgent need to a point or 
points within a territory having no carrier service 
;~;pL~:,e~of ;i;tt";.;yc;l;;eT,; ;li+6,1 [Underscorz 

-- 

er this criteria, authorized truckers have a right to all 
freight they can handle, atld applications are gcnera.lly 

ied if there are authorized truckers available to a.Je- 
tely handle tht traffic involved. T+is general policy 
applied even whtn new freight or freight previouaiy moving 
other means is involved in the applitation and authorized 

ickers would lose nothing if the proposed service were au- 
,rized. In 1935 when Federal trucking regulation began 
.s policy of controlled encry was needed to combat wide- 
.ead destructive compe'ition in an industry trying to grow. 

Today, this is particularly a problem in situations where 
s:lipper has lcng relied on his own trucks or other trans- 

tation modes, such as rail, but wants to switch to for- 
e trucking. In cases where the shipper wants to use a 

Itract carrier-- a regulated truc%er who dedicates equip- 
It to the shipper-- the shipper must clearly show that the 
*testing authorized truckers who serve the public and do 

dedicate equipment cannot meet his need. In most cases, 
shipper must show that he has actually given all pro- 

:tors a recent opportunity to handle the traffic and that 
ay have failed. 

13 
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The shipper may be using his own trucks or other 
transportation modes because in the past he found the service 
of authorized truckers inadequate , althcugn he has no current 
examples of their failures. Or, the shipper may have initi- 
<Ited private trucking without ever attempting to use author- 
lned truckers because he was convinced they could not pro- 
vide the specialized services he needs. In both cases, 
shippers are understandably reluctant to terminate use of 
their own trucl-s or Dther node- and use truckers they feel 
cannot ha Idle their needs in an effort to prove that existing 
service r ., inadequate. When they will not do so, the appli- 
catron is often denied, forcing them to continue using the 
private service they had hoped ?c, eliminate. Meanwhile, 
the protesting truckers gain no traffic and the .applicant 
trucker is prevented from operating. 

We noted that, in some instances where private trucking 
or other modes are involved, applicant tr*Jckers file for per- 
manent authority despite denial of their temporary author- 
ity applications. Even though the permanent authority may be 
granted, this often requires a year or more and raises a 
question as to the appropriateness of forcing the shipper to 
contime using expensive. energy-ineff iciest private trucking 
cr other less desirable nodes in the interim. Also, in some 
of these situations where .fe followed up on temporarv author- 
ity denials, we found that either the shipper or applicant 
trucker had given up znd corresponding permanent authority 
was not applied for. 

POLICY LEADS TO SOME DENIALS 

An ICC policy covering temporary authority applications 
puts Lte burden of proving lack OL authorized service on the 
applicant trucker and shippers who support him. An ICC offi- 
cial told us that the appljcant must show conclusively that 
there is an immediate and urgent need for service that author- 
ized truckers are not ca-?able of meeting. Generally, this 
involves s:.owing t!l?t ;ii authorized truckers have failed to 
provide service in specific instances or that the specialized 
needs of the shipper plac 
capabilities. 

e the pr.oposed service beyond their 

Meanwhile, protesting authorized truckers are not re- 
quired to demonstrate that they actually ace or could meet 
the shippers’ needs. This apparent unequal burden of proof 
is demonstrated by the ‘protest game,” the “proposed service 
problem,” and the “benefit of the doubt” problem. 

The “protest game” 

Shippers, applicant truckers, ,nd ICC officials told us 
that there are a number of authorized truckers who play what 
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may be termed the “protest game.” That is, the protesting 
truckers file a protest to each and every temporary authority 
application which might relate in any way to their authority, 
with no regard for either their ability to meet the shipper’s 
needs or their interest .!n the particular traffic involved. 
An ICC official told us that these trJckers’ main objective 
is to keep all applicants from getting a “foothold” of author- 
ity which might ultimately divert some of their current or 
potential traffic. 

In our initial review of 217 casesI we noted that pro- 
testors frequently submitted “form” or “boilerplate” protests 
using the same language in each case. The generalized form 
of these protests often did not adequately incorporate one 
or more of the following requirements which, according to 
ICC’s Field Staff Manual, all protests should include: 

--A description of the authority on which the protest 
is based and an exact copy of the specific author- 
ity documents issued by ICC. 

--A description of the amount and type of eauipment 
the protestant can make available to rerdsc the pro- 
posed service. 

--A statement of the protestant’s willingness and 
ability to furnish the proposed service. 

--A statement of whether service has been requested 
by or offered to the supporting shipper. 

ICC staff told us they tend to give less weight to 
form protests which fail to include the type of information 
listed in the manual, but as discussed later in this chapter, 
they differed considerably over which information was really 
needed. In the 51 cases we followed up on, we noted 9 
cases where such form protests apparently carried enough 
weight to result in denial of the application. For example, 
in the case on page 9 involving. bank chtcks, the authorized - 
trucker’s protest employed generalized language identical to 
that used in his protests to another temporary authority 
application we revie s:dd. He failed to describe the amount 
and type of equipment that he had available in the shipper’s 
specific area and did not mention his willingness to render 
service to the specific shigpsr. 

Tne field staff member who reviewed this application 
told us ICC regulations only require t%at a protest be “spe- 
cific as to the service which such protestant can itnd will 
offer , E and that protesters are not bound by the Field Staff 
Manual guidelines. Therefp-a, the staff member gives some 
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weight to protests even though they may lack some of the 
information listed in the manual. 

The "proposed service" problem 

Another result of the limited burden of proof placed on 
protestors is that the protesting truckers need only respond 
to the "proposed service" published in the Federal Register 
and not to tht specific service needs expressed by the shipper 
in his supporting statement. The Federal Register describes 
the proposed service only in terms of commodities, geographic 
service areas, and any major restrictions, such as service 
limited to one shipper. The shipper's support statement, on 
the other hand, often explains particular features of the 
needed service, such as multiple stop delivery or special- 
ized equipment needed. The support statement may also 
list examples of problems the shipper has had in getting the 
needed service from regulated truckers. 

Some ICC officials said that it would be desirable if 
all protests were based on a reading of the shipper support 
statements rather than just the Federal Register notkce. An 
ICC otficiai stated that this is not required since copies of 
the statement are available only at ICC headquarters and the 
field office where the application was filed, whereas the 
protesting truckers may be located in other parts of the 
Natioa. ICC officials further pointed out, however, that 
it is feasible for most truckers to have their representa- 
tives review the statement in either location or at least to 
call the field office and have the ICC staff read or summa- 
rize the statement for them. 

ICC officials told us they tend to give less weight to 
protests which do not respond to the specific shipper needs 
and alleged problems with existing service detailed in ship- 
per support statements. Of the 51 cases we followed up on, 
we found 22 cases which included such protests. Because of 
the general lack of information discussed on page 6, it was 
not possible to determine what effect, if any, these protests 
had on the denial. Examples of such protests included: 

--In the case cited on page 7 involving a high- 
temperature chemical solution, the protesting trucker 
failed to respond to the shipper's ciaims that it had 
not maintained proper temperatures enroute. 

--In the case cited on page 8 de:aling with shipments 
of beer and wine, the authorized trucker made no -. . . .a *r. - -._._ 2 -- 



who may,already have other service available to them. 
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The “benefit of the doubt” problem 

A final aspect of the differing burden of proclf is ’ 
that the benefit of the doubt often appears to go to the 
protesting trucker. This occurs in many instances where 
there is an inconsistency or disagreement between the 
shipper support statement and the protest statement. 

Some ICC field staff told us that the main goal of 
the temporary authority process is to meet shippers’ needs 
and that in “grey area” cases, it would be better to grant 
authority when it might not be needed than to risk denying 
shippers the needed service. However, ICC headquarters 
staff and some field staff expressed the opposite view--that 
temporary authority applications should be denied when there 
is any doubt, since the applicant cali always petition for 
reconsideration. We found that some applicants--particularly 
small truckers without legal counsel or with counsel unex- 
perienced In ICC proceedings--are not familiar with the 
petition process and/or are reluctant to spend more time 
and money in petitioning when authority has already been 
den ied. 

The case cited on page 7 involving meat shipments 
demonstrates the tendency to give the benefit of the doubt 
to the protesting carrier. Even though the ICC field staff 
tried to resolve the case by setting up a test period, the 
authorized carrier’s allegations that he had been “set up” 
for failure by sporadic service requests apparently raised 
enough doubt to result in denial. 

INADEQUATE GUIDELINES AND INCONSISTENT 
PRACTICES CAUSE SOME DENIALS 

ICC guidelines and staff practices are also a factor 
in the denial of temporary authority applications. It 
appears that some denials result from: 

--Inadequate ICC guidelines to shippers for preparing 
support statements. 

--Inadequate guidelines to ICC staff for evaluating 
applications. 

--Inconsistent practices of ICC staff involved in the 
application process. 

-- 

Inadewate shipper guidelines 
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shippers, ICC guidelines for preparing shipper support 
statements must be effective in generating the kinds of in- 
formation ICC needs to make reasonable decisions. However, 
ICC field staff comments and our review of applications indi- 
cate that shippers often fail to submit data nec;Pad for 
decisionmaking. 

ICC field staff stated that some of the data requested 
on the shipper support section of the application form does 
not correspond to the information ICC Field Staff Manual says 
it needs. For example, many applications hinge on data pro- 
vided about the shipper’s efforts to obtain service from 
authorized truckers. The application form in use during the 
period of our review requested the information as follows: 

An ICC official stated that many shippers, particularly those 
who lack experience in preparing support statements, will 
simply fill in the five lines and assume they have adequately 
responded, even though a footnote at the end of the form 
indicates additional sheets may be attached. In contrast, 
ICC’s Field Staff Manual says that the proper response should 
be a list of a representative number of service failures. 
What constitutes a representative number is not defined. 
Yet we noted instances where ICC headquarters staff recom- 
mended denial of application because they considered the num- 
ber -- ‘2:lures shown was insignificant when compared to the 
shipper’s volume of traffic. 

Another weakness of the application form is that it 
fails to request information ICC considers important. 
hc-nrAinn tn the Field .Ctnff Mnnlral. the nrnner resnonsP 
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Our review showed that the Field Staff Manual is 
provided only to ICC field staff and is not normally avail- 
able to supporting shippers and that they very seldom provide 
this type of information. We also found that some applica- 
tions were denied when ICC staff questioned the shipper’s 
need for service since this data was not included. In July 
1977, ICC partially corrected this situation by modifying the 
form 50 that it specifically requests information on “when 
and by whom load moved.” 

As discussed later on page 22 even though the ICC field 
staffs recognize deficiencies in applications submitted to 
them, they often fail to follow up with the applicant. 

Many members of ICC field staffs told us that additional 
guidance should be provided to applicant truckers and support- 
ing shippers on the kinds of infor‘nation needed to properly 
evaluate terr,porary authority applications. This guidance 
could be incorporated in a handbook for applicants designed 
to eliminate the need for costly legal assistance. 

Inadequate staff quidelines 

.._ __ muze than 1OC ICC field staff and 12 ICC hasAnt*arCnrc ..ruuyuur --a. .a 

staff are involved in making evaluations and recommendations 
to the Motor Carrier Board, which renders initial decisions 
on temporary authority applications. In our opinion, with 
this many people involved, adequate guidelines for evaluating 
applications are essential to help assure some uniformity in 
decisionmaking. This is particularly important since the 
three board members told us that due to the thousands of 
applications they handle annually, they must rely heavily 
or, staff recommendations an6 seldom make more than surface 
evaluations themselves. 

We noted several areas where lack of adequate guide- 
lines resulted in differing criteria being applied by staff 
in similar or idel,tical situations, such as 

--what situations constitute “immediate and urgent 
need, ” 

--what is “reasonable service” on the part cf exist- 
ing truckers, and 

--how protest should be hhpdled and evaluated. 
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Immediate and urgent need 

The orly written guidance available to ICC staff con- 
cerning situations that constitute immediate and urgent 
need is included in the Code of Federal Regulations: 

"An immediate and urgent need justifying a grant 
of temporary authority will be determined to exist 
only where it is established that there is or 
soon will be an immediate transportation need 
which reasonably cannot be met by exist:.ng carrier 
service. Such a showing may involve [l] a new or 
relocated plant, [21 different method of distri- 
bution, [3] new or unusual commodities, [41 an 
origin or destination not presently served by 
carriers, (51 a discontinuance of existing service, 
[6] failure of existing carriers to provide 
service, or [71 comparable situations which require 
new motor carrier service before an application 
for permanent authority can be filed and processed." 

We found that ICC staffs differed greatly in their interpre- 
tation and application of this paragraph. Some intsrpreted 
it very narrowly, assuming that only the first six rypes of 
situations listed met the criteria for an application, Some 
staff interpreted it broadly, assuming that "comparable sit- 
uations" can include almost anything that has changed the 
shippers' needs in the ahor:. term. 

The differing interpretations of ICC staff were clearly 
demonstrated at three field offices. In each of these 
offices, there were two staff members responsible for eval- 
uating applications. When we raised the question of whether 
a shipper's desire to redrxe or eliminate use of private 
trucks was appropriate for a temporary authority application, 
one staff member in each office said “yes” and the other 
said "no." 

The staff members who said *'no" stated that elimination 
of private trucking is not appropriate for a temporary author- 
ity application-- this should only be handled under the per- 
manent authority process. They said tll?y would recommend 
denial of such applicatior‘q in most circumstances, even if 
for-hire service is uilavailable. In discussing the beer 
distributor case on page 8 with one of these staff members, 
he said that this wan his only basis for recommending denial, 
although he did not mention this fact on his report 
accompanying the application. 

The Motor Carrier Board members told us that a shipper’s 
a*r;vn en roarrc-e -,r e1iminat0 !ISP of txivate truckina is 
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appropriate for a temporary authority applzcation. However, 
the board members said that the shipper should explain why 
his need cannot wait until a permanent authority can be 
granted. 

Reasonable-service 

There is even less written guidance available to ICC 
staff on the meaning of the phrase “need which reasonably 
cannot be met by existing carrier service.” Again, we found 
that ICC staff differed in their views of what constitutes 
reasonable service, particularly in cases where authorized 
truckers are serving the shipper, but the shipper alleges 
that their service is inadequate. 

Some ICC staff said that only examples of actual refusal 
or inability to provide equipment carry much weight in their 
evaluation. Others said that such factors as delays in pro- 
viding service, excessive transit time, mishandling and 
damage to freight, and slow payment of claims can show that 
existing service is not adequate. 

Referring to the preceding section on the ICC guide- 
lines provided to shippers, it should be noted that infor- 
mation on factors other than service refusals is not even 
requested from the shipper to support a trucker’s application, 
even though ICC staff said they consider such factors in 
making their recommendations. 

Protests 

Finally, ICC staff either lack adequate guidelines or 
fail to follow guidelines on handling and evaluating pro- 
tests received from authorized truckers. The Field Staff 
Manual states that protests must be filed within 15 calendar 
days after the notice of temporary authority application is 
published in the Federal Register. To some field staff this 
implies that protests received after 15 days are late and 
unacceptable. However, the manual also states that protests 
received-after submission of the field report will be re- 
turned to the protestor with a notice of rejection. 

We found that, while some ICC field staffs return all 
protests received after the IS-day period, others accept 
them if the field report has not yet been submitted. Add i- 
tionally , some ICC staffs said they will hold up their re- 
ports a few days to accept late protests if the protestor 
calls ahead to teil them that the protest will be late. 
Others said they do not always note in their report that the 
protest wzs late. We noted instances whare late protests 
were accepted and used as a basis for denying temporary 
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authority applications. In one case, the only protests in- 
volved were received late. 

The Field Staff Manual guidelines on information that 
should he included in protests were outlined earlier. 
(See p. 15.) However, the manual does not mention how 
protests which lack this data should be evaluated. We 
noted considerable differences among IX staffers as to the 
weight assigned to protests that falled to include appro- 
priate information. For example, somb ICC staffers: 

--Con3ic1ered an authorized trucker's statement of 
his total equipment operated nationally sufficient 
protes: evidence, whereas others wanted to know 
what specific equipment was available locally to 
meet the shippers' need. 

--Would accept a statement that the protestor had 
appropriate authority to provide the service, 
but others required that a co?y of the authority 
be attached to the protest and applicable sections 
noted. 

Inconsistent staff practices 

The practices of ICC field staffers varied greatly in . -._-- Z;eLl,,S Of the tiiiie Spei,t :- ----l..-a.:-.-. --v.l:A.xa.:*l” 
*Lx c”ca&uaL*lly GtppA&bab*“..a and 
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following up with applicant tr,lckers and the thoroughness 
of field reports submitted to ICC headquarters. 

The time spent by field staff in evaluating and fol- 
lowing up on authority applications depended on the number 
of applications processA and the number of other duties 
assigned. In fiscal year 1976, the number of emergency 
temporary authority and temporary authority applications 
processed by a single staff member ranged from 6 to 281. 
This variation in workload appears to result from the geo- 
graphical arrangement of ICC's 79 field offices. While 
6 offices processed more than 250 emergency or temporary 
authority applications during fiscal year 1976, 10 offices 
processed fewer than 25 such applications. 

In some cases, there were wide variations between 
offices located in the same State. For example, 1 office 
in Wisconsin processed 281 applications during the year, 
while another office in that State processed only 36. These 
offices were less than 80 miles apart. 

Some field staffers responsible for evaluating authority 
applications had a number of other duties assigned. These 
varied with the level of staff involved but included handling 



complaints, processing trucker insurance forms,‘office 
administration, and compliance activities, such as inspect- 
ing trucker operations. 

Some field staffers said their application workloads 
and other duties did not allow them enough time to evaluate 
and follow up a?1 applications as completely as needed. 
Some mentioned lack of t’.me to try and resolve discrepancies 
and conflicts between statements of protestors and supporting 
shipper s e They also said that while the Field Staff Manual 
requires them to advise truckers when application data falls 
short of the proper responses, this is impractical with the 
time available. They said that, if they consistently fol- 
lowed the requirement, it could create backlogs and cause 
neglect of other duties. Yet, lack of proper responses was 
a major factor in denial of many applications we reviewed. 
In several of these cases, the field staffers did not con- 
tact the applicant to advise him of the deficiencies. 

Several field staffers said that time was not available 
to make visits to shippers who supported temporary authority 
applications. They said such visits could be helpful in 
evaluating situations where shippers allege special problems 
or needs. 

The thoroughness of the field reports we reviewed also 
varied greatly. Many consisted of a few brief sentences 
which failed to adequately cover the facts of the case, in- 
corporate local knowledge of the situation, or explain the 
ba::is for recommendations. 
consisted of one line, 

For example, one field report 
“Duplicate application (sic) previ- 

ously filed were all denied. 11 ICC headquarters staffers 
said that such field reports were virtually useless to them. 
We agree. The example noted failed to explain the current 
situation and give headquarters the benefit of the field’s 
knowledge. The reasons for previous denials may also have 
been inappropriate and a reevaluation of the facts in the 
new application may have resulted in approval. 

COMCLUSIONS 

The Interstate Commerce Act and ICC’s policies and pro- 
cedures for deciding to grant or deny temporary authority 
applications may unduly favor authorized truckers by 

--providing them the right to handle all traffic, 
even though it may be new or may have previously 
moved by other means, 

--placing the burden of proof primarily on the appli- 
cant trucker and his supporting shipper(s), and 



--providing inadequate guidelines to shippers for 
supporting applications. 

Because of the time and expense involved in an applica- 
tion for permanent author i ty-- 1 to 2 years and often $lG,GGG . * minimum--truckers, especially small truckers, often use the 
temporary authority procedure as a stepping stone to a ;?erma- 
nent authority. If their temporary authority application is 
den ied, they often do not pursue a permanent authority be- 
cause they (1) may have needed the temporary authority tc, 
stay solvent while the application for permanent authority 
was being considered or (2) believe that denial of the tempo- 
rary authority was an indication that the permanent authority 
would also be denied. We found that the latter may not be 
true, but some truckers-- particularly the small or inexperi- 
enced ones--did not know this. 

ICC implementation of the Interstate Commerce Act has the 
effect of requiring that authorized truckers be allowed to han- 
dle all the traffic they are capable of handling before addition- 
al temporary authority is granted. This barrier to entry of new 
truckers seems questionable when the traffic involved is new 
or has moved by other means for long periods of time and 
authorized truckers would suffer no harm if addi’ional au- 
thor i ty were granted. While unnecessarily protecting author- 
ized truckers, the policy often prevents shippers from reduc- 
ing or eliminating use of expensive and energy-inefficient 
private truckinq. 

The Congress, during hearings on the problems of small 
truckers, and ICC in its July 1977 task force report both 
expressed concern that small truckers should be allowed to 
more easily enter into ICC regulated trucking. Granting 
authority to new truckers, where authorized truckers would 
not be harmed, could be one means of providing better service 
to the shipping public and more entry. However, just as 
authorized tLuckers are now overly protected, all new busi- 
ness should not automatically be given to new truckers. In- 
stead , ICC should be allowed to decide on the merits of each 
case. For example, ICC should consider (1) shipper’s specific 
needs, (2) past performance of the authorized trucker, 
(3) financial condition of the authorized trucker, (4) capa- 
bilities of the new trucker, and (5) the potential effect of 
increased competition. 

ICC places a heavy burden on the applicant trucker 
and his supporting shipper(s) to show that authorized 
truckers are incapable of providing the needed service. 
Meanwhile , authorized truckers are not required to clearly 
demonstrate their willingness and ability to meet the specific 
needs of the shipper(s). In many cases, authorized truckers 
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protest applications without reading the shipper’s support 
statement to determine what the needs are and whether or not 
they really have the desire and ability to meet them. Some 
authorized truckers try to block all applicants by issuing 
“form” protests which not only fail to address specific ship- 
per needs but often lack more general information which ICC 
says protests should include. Form protests and others which 
did not address specific needs were involved in many denials 
which created problems for shippers. ICC should modify its 
policy to place an equal burden of proof on applicants and 
protesting authorized truckers. 

ICC guidelines to shippers on what is adequate to sup- 
port a trucker’s application for temporary authority do not 
specify what is needed. For example, we found that applica- 
tion denials can be based on inadequate shipper support, even 
though the shipper correctly used the guidelines provided. 
ICC should provide guidelines which clearly specify the type 
and extent of information needed to adequately support an 
application. 

ICC also only provides general guidelines to its staff 
on how to review and evaluate applications and protests. We 
found that staffers’ interpretations of these guidelines 
differed and similar cases could be recommended either for 
approval or denial based on the individual staff member’s 
interpretation of the guidelines. In many cases, the field 
staff’s recommendation was reversed by the headquarter’s 
adjudicator. We could only generalize about the reasons 
for both the field recommendation and the adjudicator’s re- 
vernal since neither routinely maintained data showing the 
basis for their actions. More detailed guidelines, espe- 
cially a%1dressing such specific issues as a shipper’s desire 
to switc’l from private to regulated trucking, should be pro- 
vided to ICC staff. 

The time available to field staff for evaluating and 
following up on temporary authority applications varies with 
the wide variation in workloads and duties of the staff. 
Some staff lacked adequate time to follow up on all applica- 
tions as directed +n ICC’s Field Staff Manual. The thorough- 
ness of -C: ,eld reports also varied greatly: some were so brief 
as to be useless to ICC headquarters. ICC should reduce the 
variance in workloads and take other necessary actions to 
assure adequate time for evaluation, followup, and prepara- 
tion of thorough field reports. 

Finally, field reports and adjudicator’s analyses of 
applications are not retained at ICC headquarters. A reten- 
tion policy should be established to permit internal review 
of staff actions and the basis for staff recommendations. 
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

We recommend that the Co,:*!cess amend the Interstate 
Commerce Act so that where the traffic involved is new or 
has been moving by means other than regulated truckers, ICC 
can grant more temporary authorities to new truckers. A 
draft legislative change is included a? appendix II. 

RECOMMEYDATIONS TO ICC -- 

To better assure that its decisions to grant or deny 
temporary authority help to meet the needs of shippers, we 
recommend that the Chairman, ICC: 

--Require that protestors demonstrate specifically 
how they are meeting or could meet the individual 
needs of shippers supporting their temporary 
authority applications. 

--Provide guidelines to applicant truckers and 
supporting shippers which specify the kinds of 
information ICC needs in temporary authority 
applications in order to make reasonable and 
consistent decisions. 

--Provide more detailed quidelines to its staff 
on criteria to apply in determining what situa- 
tions constitute "immediate and urgent need" 
and "reasonable service" by authorized truckers 
and on handling late protests and evaluating 
protests which fail to include adequate infor- 
mation. 

--Take actions needed to see that field staffers 
have sufficient time to fully evaluate applica- 
tions, follow up on deficient applications and 
discrepancies in support statements and protests, 
and prepare thorough reports which fully explain 
the bases for recommendations. 

--Retain staff evaluations and recommendations on 
applications for temporary authority to facilitate 
internal review of policy implementation, 
adherence to Juidelines, and thoroughness of 
evaluation and reporting. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

ICC basically agreed with our recommendations to improve 
the temporary autho-ity process and began some corrective 
actions. However, ICC did take issue with the fact we exam- 
ined only denials and the particular zases quoted in our re- 
port. ICC said that it did not believe the cases were repre- 
entative of the overall temporary authoriiy and emergency 
temporary authority process. 

ICC stated that, since it grants most of the temporary- 
and emergency temporary applications received, selection of 
denials immediately distorts the overall universe of actions 
taken on these types of applications. ICC does grant most 
of the tknporary authority and emergency temporary applica- 
tions rectived, but ICC has not evaluated its application 
process to determine what effect denials of temporary author- 
ity applications have on providing shippers adequate, effi- 
cient service. Our objective was to review temporary author- 
ity applications to determine what problems, if any, were 
encountered by shippers and carriers when ICC had denied 
applications. We agree that ~5% cases reviewed may not be 
representative but they do demonstrate that problems exist. 

ICC agreed that a legislative change may be necessary to 
meet the objective of granting more temporary authority to new 
truckers where the traffic involved is new or has been moving 
b-y means other tha.7 regulated truckers. In any event, ICC in- 
stituted a rulemaking proceeding l/ to il;vestigate the fea- 
sibility of permitting motor Carriers ‘,o serve newly opened 
plantsites without the necessity of going through the formai 
application procedures presently required. This proceeding 
is a step in the righ: direction but will not help shippers 
in situations where they have long relied on their own trucks 
or other transportation modes, swh as rail, but want to 
switch to for-hire trucking. 

ICC stated that it agrees with our recommendation that 
protestors demonstrate specifically how they are Teeting or 
could meet the individual needs of shippers sllpporting tem- 
porary authority appl.*cations. ICC is currently addressing 
the subject of protest standards for permanent authority 
applications as a result of a recommendation of its task 
force on motor carrier entry. This should be expanded to 
include temporary authorities. 

ICC concurs in our recommendations to provide better 
guidelines to (1) applicant truckers and supporting shippers 
II_------ 

L/Ex Parte MC-110, “SerI:ice at New Plantsites,” 42 Fed. Reg. 
54846, October 11, 1977. 
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in prepac ing temporary authority applications and ( 2) its 
field staff on criteria to use in evaluating temporary au- 
thority applications. LX established a task force to de- 
velop an easy to read pamphlet which will provide guidance 
in these areas. The estimated date for publication of the 
pamphlet is March 1978. ICC also plans to establish a foEma 
training program to assure that field staff are well versed 
in these guidelines. 

ICC supports out recommendation that field staff assigned 
to evaluating authority applications have sufficient time to 
fully evaluate applications, follow up on deficient applica- 
tions and discrepancies in support statements and protests, 
and prepare thorough reports which fully explain the basis 
for recommendations. ICC has established a Section of Per- 
formance Reviekr to evaluate workload and performance of all 
facets of ICC staff. Also ICC reduced its headquarters 
staff to provide additional field resources. 

Regarding our recommendation on staff evaluations and 
recommendations, ICC stated that it nor requires them to be 
retained. According to ICC, a review “L the procedures will 
be made to guarantee staff compliance with this requirement. 
On its own initiative ICC also intends to make these 
evaluations and recommerdations available to the public. 
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APPENDIX I 

Mr. Henry Eschwege 
Director 
Community and Economic 

Dsvelopment Division 
U. S. General Accomti-:; Cffice 
Washington. 1. C. 26548 

Dear L4r. Eschweg;: 

Subject: Draft Rqort Titled “The Zatersme Commerce Commission Should . 
, 

Allow More Truckers To Operate&nterstate To Provide Shippers 
Setter Service” [See GAO note 1, p. 34.1 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your ti ._ ‘* rqort. We recog- 
arTe rhat there is room for improvement IR :he hanG:ng of temporary authcmlcies 
(Tir’s) and emergency temporary authorities (ETA’s). The Commission has firmly 
estoblfshed written procedures fo: the staff to follow, but these procedures and 
guidellnts to the staff are under active rev!ew. Changes necessary to assure 
consistent handling will be made. Trainlug h-i the processing cf TA’s .nd ETA’s 
till be itcensified, pardaularly with newer employees. Roth the Sommit;sion 
staff and the public should certainly have a clear understanding of &e application 
requirements. 

The Commission is aware of the strong public tntereat La the coutro! of 
entry into the trucking business. A Staff Task Force was establlsh& on Junr 2, 
1977, to recommend ways to improve Motor Carrier Enay Regulation. The stti 
report of July 6, 1977, pr&%led 39 recommendations. Maq divergen: points of 
view exist regarzzg the recommendations and the Commission &xi&d to ho!d 
public hearings in Washington, D. C. and also six *major metropolitan centers to 
listen to these views. A report on the testimony f. S:se hearings will be pi*b- 
lIsh& bilonly. The Ccmmission has actively addressed the 39 staff panel recom- 
mendatlons. A copy of the most recent status report prepared for the timmission 
is provided as Attachment 1. Numbers 19, 26, and 27 relate directly to the TA 
and ETA processes; a clear indication of the Couumss1on’s awareness of the 
importance of tbeSr, areas. The CammIssion appoiuted a special ad hoc com- 
mittee to fuder review Ehp8e items and n copy of the report of that committee 
1s provided a8 AttaChm~t II. Ihe report will be evaluated by the Commfssicu. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Mr. Hetxy Eschwege 

Although our comments are favorable to the specific recommendations 
of the draft report, the Commission has serious resemations about many of the 
statements and conclusions. The title of the draft draws a conclusion which is 
net strongly related to the recommendations. lbe draft report is limited to a 
review of ETA and TA processes, but the title deals with overall entry control 
philosophy and draws a very broad conclusion. Furthermore, the sample selected 
for detailed review is quite suspect. Approximately 31 percent of all ETA and 
TA applications r*fere denied in 1976. Yet the selection of cases to be analyzed 
is limited to denials. lkro hundred seventeen d these denials (18 percent) were 
reviewed and 51 (4 percent) were selected for detailed analysis. This represents 
an extremely small number of our total cases. This suspect samph was then 
reviewed in depth by talking only to those parties against whom the Commission 
found. No effort was made to assess the potential econ...mic impact upon protes- 
tants if the applications were granted. It has been our experienl;e ttit the loser 
in a case generally feels that the decision was bad and that unsupported estimates 
of loss of potential rerenue are not reliable statistically. 

The table below provides information about the Commission’s actions on 
Temporary and Emergency Temporary Authority Applications for the first nine 
months of Calendar Year 1977. 

January - September 1977 Grants 
lJ.egular ETA’s 2,705 

Denials 
799 

Percentage of Grants 
77 

Board Call ETA’s 1,684 0 100 
Regular TA’ s 2,739 83S 76 

Totals 7,128 1,634 84 

For Fiscal Year 1977, approximately 3,000 permanent authority applications 
have been received. 6,038 permanent authority applications were granted in full 
or in part, 934 were denied, and 826 were dismissed or withdrawn. of course, 
some of these applications were filed previous tc the 1977 Fiscal Year. 

The Commission’s interest in considering applications for new authority, 
whether temporary or permanent, is clearly demonstrated Lbv these statisdcs. 

The pardcutar cases quoted in the draft GAO report are not believed 
representative rf the overall TA, ETA process, and in scme cases the analysis 
conducted was kcomplete. The Commission’s analysis of each of the cases 
described is provided in Attachment iii :o these comments. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Mr. Henry Eschwege 

There are also overtones in the report that imply the Commis8ion is merely 
concerned with protecting extsting carriers. Our primary concern is Do assure 
the provision of adequate service. Many potential ETA’s and TA’fl are never filed 
because the Commission staff is able to locate an authorized carfer able and 
willing to provide needed service. ‘Ihe Commission’s poUcy statement on com- 
pliance, issued in October I976, emphasizes thb priority to be placed on meedng 
the service obligations. 

Concern for small businesses, particularly shippers, is one of me bases 
for the Commission’s continuing emph8sis on the provision of service. Small 
shippers, whose e~~omic leverage is limited, must receive the same quality of 
semice as large shippers. ‘Ihe Commission has recently established a Small 
Business Assistance Office which is designed to assist small shippers to obtain 
needed service, as well as to help small carriers or potential carriers to properly 
apply for authority. ‘Ibis Office complements the work of the field staff in assisting 
applicants and also supports the TA/RTA specialist “ombudsman.” The “ombudsman” 
is available to answer questions about the status of ETA and TA cases and also to 
provide guidance to applicants on how to best present their case. Although improve- 
ments are always possible, the Commission has taken these strong, positive steps 
to attempt to provide information and guidance to both carriers and shippers. In spite of 
our disagreements with the tone and method of the report, the following cements are 
offered to the specific recommendations. 

Recommendation to Congress 

“We recommend that the Congress amend the Interstate Cummerce Act so 
ICC can grant more temporary authorities to new truckers where the traffic involved 
is new or had beeu moving by means other than regulated truckers. ” 

.Uthough a legislative change may be necessary to meet the objectives of this 
recommendation. the Commission has instituted a rulemaking proceeding (Ex Parte 
No. MC-!10 titled “Service at :Xew Plantsites”) to investigate the feasibility of per- 
mitting motor carders to serve newly opened plantsites without the necessity of 
going throu$ formal application procedures presently required. Attachment IV is 
‘a copy of the notice of this proceeding which was served on October 9, 1977. 
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Mr. Henry Eschwege 

Recommendations to the Commissiobi 

1. “require that protestors demonstrate specifically how they are meeting, 
or could meet, the individual needs of shippers supporting temporary author& 
applications;” 

The Commission is presently addressing the subject of protest standards 
as a result of recommendation number 2 of the Motor Carrier Task Force. Our 
Federal Register publications on Motor Carrier Temporary Authority Applications 
contain the following statement: 

. 

“The protest must identify the operating authority upon which it is 
predicated, specifying the “MC” docket and “Sub” number and 
quoting the particular portion of authority upon which it relies. 
Also, the protestant shall specify the service it can and will 
provide and the amount and type of equipment it will make 
available for use in connection with the service contemplated by 
the TA application. The weight accorded a protest shall be 
governed by the completeness and pertinence of the protestant’s 
information. ” 

This statement reflects the Commission’s overall policy. However, 
because of the “immediate and urgent need” situation involved in dealing wi’h 
TA’s and ETA’s, decisions must be made based upon information available at 
the time. 

2. “provide guidelines to applicant truckers and supporting shippers which 
specify the kinds of filformation ICC needs in temporary authority applications in 
order to make reasonable and consistent decisions;” 

The Commission supports this recommendation. A Task Force of the 
Commission’s Bureau of Operationa. Office of Proceedings, and Small Business 
Assistance Of&e has been assigned to develop an easy to read pamphlet which 
will provide these guidelines. The target date for publication is March 1978. 

APPENDIX I 

Moreover, one of the functions of the Commissioa’s field offices has been 
to help prospective applicants in the preparation of tbcir application. Our prma- 
neat application form (OP-OR-9) includes an extensive summary of the kind of 
evidence that is needed to prosecute an application successfully. 
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3. “provfde more detailed guidelines to its staff on criteria to apply in 
determining what situations constitute “immediate and urgent need” and “reason- 
able service” by authorized truckers, and on handling late protests and evaluating 
protests which WI to include adequate information;” 

The Commission concurs but also feels that t&is information should be 
provided to shippers znd carriers. ‘Ihis will be included in the punphlet de- 
scribed in response to recommendation number 2. A formal train& program 

is necessary to assure that field sraff personnel are well versed in ulese guide- 
lines. This program will be established. 

4. “take actions needed to assure that field staff assigned to evaluation 
of authority applications have sticient time to fully evaluate applications, 
follow-up on deficient applications and discrepancies in support statements and 
protests, and prepare thorough reports which fully explain the basis for recom- 
iilendaticQs; ” 

The Commission supports this recoii-;ibeiidatioo. yue re~-~~e icqiiiie- 

’ ments for implementing this’ are obvious. Hk.wever, aCthi iS pzcrseeding OD two 
fronts. First, the Commission has established a Section of Performance Review. 
‘lbe purpose of this unit will be to evaluate workload and p&ormance of all facets 
of the Couuldsuion staff. A quantitative assessznenr of requirements coupled with 
an analysis of priorities should permit the reassignment of some responsibilities. 
in its FLscal Year 1979 budget request, the Ccmmission recognized the probable 
ECIMVaikbility of additional resources and, therefore, rekctantly redNed the 
Headquarters staff in order to provide additional field resources witin curreEt 
staff@ levels. However, further personnel resources may well be needed. 

5. “retain staff evaluations and recommendaticns GU applications for 
temporary authority to facilitate icteknai review of policy implementx’lon, 
adherence to gtideiines, and thoroughness of evalmcion and repxsing. ” 

Staff evaluations and xsxommendations must now be retained. A review 
of procedures will be made to guarantee staff compliance titb &is requirement. 
Furthermore, +be Commission intends to make these evaluations and recommen- 
dations available to the public. ‘Ibis determination arose as a res& of &scuasing 
recommendations of the Motor Carrier Task Force and is one of the recommenda- 
tions COEtalned in Attachment II. 

\. 
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In 8ummaq, altbougt! tbe Commission basically agrees with the recom- 
meadatione ctmtained tn tbe draft report, the analysis Ieading to tbe conclusfonc 
does not seem to consider any of the actions already taken. Further, the GAO 
draft does not address 8ufficientIy the need for common carriers to provide 
adequate service. Cootxol of entry into the motor carrier business has been, 
and will contixtue to be, a very complicated and controversial subject. l’be 
Commis8lon will cot&me tts review of all facets of entry control. ?he im- 
provements xtrrently being lnstitoted should overcome some of the problems 
identffied in ,‘le draft report. Standards, guidelines, and emphasis upon public 
service mioaions should help to obtain the most benefit from our limited resources. 

Enclosures (4) [See GAO note 2, *elow.I 

GAC notes: 1. Title of draft report was subsequently 
changed. 

2. The enclosures to this letter are not 
in-l-;Jed due to their length. 
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APPENDIX II 

DRAFT AMENDMENT TO 

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT 

49 U.S.C. 310 a (a) (1970) 

APPZNDIX II 

(a) To enable the provision of service for which there is an 
immediate and urgent need to a point or points or within a 
territory having no carrier service capable of meeting such 
need, the Commission may, in its discretion and without 
hearings or other proceedings, grant temporary authority for 
such service by a common carrier or 

be valid for such time as the Commission shall specify but for 
not more than an aggregate of one hundred and eighty days, and 
shall create no presumption that corresponding permanent authority 
*gill be gra.&ed +harnaftnr C..bh _.“c& u-w . 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

PRINCIPAL INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION OFFICIALS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THWS REPCRT ___I-- 

CHAIRMAN: 
A. Daniel O'Neal 
George M. Sthfford 

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROCEEDINGS: 
Robert J. Brooks 
Vacant 
Sheldon Silverman 

DIRECTOR, BUREAU .OF OPERATIONS: 
Joel E. Burns 
Lewis R. Teep-e (acting) 
Robert D. Pfahler 

Apr. 1977 
Jan. 1970 

:c 
:’ 

Mar. 1974 Present 
Dec. 1973 Mar. 1974 
Mar. 1970 Dec. 1973 

Sept. 1976 
Dec. 1975 
May 1967 

Tenure of office 
-From To - 

Present 
Apr. 1977 

Present 
Sept. 1976 
Dec. 1975 

. 
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